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Jesus told this story of the talents in the middle of his own personal high risk venture.  It 

was during the last few days of his life.  Earlier he had made a decision to leave the 

safety of rural Galilee and go to Jerusalem the capital city, where the religious 

prerogatives – and the Romans would regard him as a disturber of the peace.  

Traditionally sermons on this parable – which always falls at this time of year as many 

churches are deep in the middle of  asking for stewardship pledges – to exhort Christian 

followers to use their time and talents and treasure wisely and generously and to the 

glory of God.   However – there is a lot more going on in this parable than perhaps first 

might be obvious.  

Talent – was originally a monetary term, referring to a weight unit of gold or silver.  

Historians of language believe that the modern understanding of talents as gift or skill or 

ability has derived directly from the description of talent in this parable.   In Jesus’ day, 

however, a talent was a unit of money equal approximately to twenty years of earnings 

for a day laborer.  That means that each of the talents entrusted to the servant by the 

master was the equivalent of winning the power ball lottery - enormous  almost beyond 

measure.  To be entrusted with five talents was to be entrusted with more than a 

lifetime’s worth of average wages – an amount equivalent to nearly 100 years of labor in 

a time when few of those laborers would ever reach an age of seventy five years.  

The only kind of people who had that kind of money were the wealthy elite - and how 

did they get that kind of money?   The usual ways: they inherited it, they continued the 

family business, they engaged in trade, got goods to market, ran import- export 

businesses, or lent money to people at interest – especially land poor people who often 

had trouble trying to make ends meet due to drought, catastrophic illness in the family 

or a myriad of other reasons implicit in subsistence farming.  
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Wealthy landowners were happy to help out in those circumstances.  If you were 

strapped for cash, you went to a wealthy landowner and got the best rate you could, 

putting your land up as collateral.  Then you worker harder than ever planting and 

cultivating and harvesting and by the time you noticed what 60% interest really meant, 

it was too late, and your land was not your land anymore.   Does that sound at all 

familiar? Remember not so long ago - the farm crisis in our own country?   Simply 

substitute wealthy landowner with banker – and it plays out exactly the same.  

Your land went into foreclosure, and quicker than you could imagine – you were 

obligated to your former lender for a job on what had been your land – at whatever 

wage – he chose to pay.  You could try to earn back your land - with little to no success.   

Whatever the servant/slave/laborer’s standing (these terms are used almost 

interchangeably), their dependence on the master was built into the system.    Their 

wealth derived from his.   The better he did the better they did.  His status was theirs 

too.   So if a master landowner chose to entrust some of his venture capital with his 

laborers when he left town, might that increase his joy as the Scripture tells us - as well 

as investing in them?   Perhaps, perhaps not.  

‘Well done, good and trusty slaves.  You have been trustworthy in a few things, I will put 

you in charge of many things – enter into the joy of your master.’  

Here’s what I wonder.    When did we decide that the master in charge was God – and 

does that change the parable?   It is my understanding that when Jesus told this parable, 

it was meant to teach something about the kingdom of God, but does that mean that 

the master, became the ‘Master’.  And if so, what does that mean for us recognizing so 

many masters in our world who change their ‘m’ to ‘M’ – taking over God’s job -  

deciding who is in and who is out, who counts and who doesn’t, who gets some and 

who gets none  – who is praiseworthy and who isn’t.   Certainly a different kind of 

master than the God I know of unconditional love and grace – for everyone and 

everything.   
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If you read this parable from the perspective of the laborer, the slave, the servant – 

someone living in Syria, in Puerto Rico, India, or even a small subsistence farmer or local 

business owner in Minnesota, it might be hard to see the master in this parable as 

anything other than another tycoon sitting on a pile of money so high that he cannot 

see the bottom of it.  Is this just another tycoon who continues to use ‘his’ money in 

‘wise’ investments.  Investments that might be questionable at best, possibly illegal, 

almost certainly relying on loopholes?      

And then - after entrusting these gazillion talents to each of his day laborers, the master 

leaves to go on another vacation – golfing – sailing??????    Really, would he do that?   

Wouldn’t he at least experiment a bit first to make sure these employees are 

trustworthy with a little first before he basically gives them the equivalent of enough 

money to support their whole village for several years?  It almost seems to be a set up 

doesn’t it?    Even the smallest amount entrusted was still an income equal to at least 15 

years of labor.  

These servants are given no instructions, and yet  at least the first two seem to know 

exactly what to do with the talents entrusted.   Using their own ingenuity and most 

likely following their masters example – these two  invested in a some sort of high risk 

venture that in short order doubled what he had been given. Only the last servant - 

given only one talent – buried that talent – to keep it safe.    

What happens?  When the master returns – he praise the first two slaves that multiplied 

the talents and condemns the third that kept the talent safe.    Of course he did – they 

emulated him didn’t they?  And the last servant is condemned because he didn’t   

Over the years, I’ve always heard this parable used as a directive to actively use what 

you have been given.   If you have gifts and talents – you know that the only way to 

multiply them is to use them.  If you just sit on them, they do nothing.   

Read this again.  Seriously, the first two servants in this parable are the praiseworthy 

ones?   For emulating the wealthy landowner and making him wealthier – for keeping an 

absentee landlord in business – for carrying on his questionable investing and money 

laundering  even while he is away?   
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For what - to get their own piece of what he has?    The only one who doesn’t play that 

game – is punished – and named untrustworthy.  

Of course that master threw the servant out – he had the audacity to question – thus 

challenge and refuse to participate in the system of making money – of expanding the 

wealth of the wealthy based on a system of inequity.  

I really wanted to preach today on how we each should use our gifts and skills and yes 

talents – both ability talents and financial talents – to multiply them for the good of this 

church and God’s work of peace and justice throughout our world.   And all that is still 

true.  I do still want that.  

But using this parable to teach that - raises so many questions – about how we as 

church and individuals accomplish that multiplication of talents without investing in 

unjust systems – without stepping on the backs and necks of those with fewer 

resources.  

What immediately comes to mind for me is the resolution of the United Church of Christ 

General Synod 2013, to approve the divestment of investments in fossil fuel companies. 

The United Church of Christ felt it needed to put its money where its mouth and 

ministry is – or rather not to put its money in places that are not where our faith leads 

us.  

It makes me think about how we as a people and we as church invest – how we make 

purchases and access resources.  When we need a new roof, painting, lawn or snow 

care, cleaning supplies, a kitchen renovation - do we simply go with the lowest bid – or 

do we also look at the hiring, resource using, justice practices of each potential 

company?   Do we choose to purchase sustainable products and services from 

sustainable companies knowing that at least sometimes this does not and will not mean 

multiplying our talents five hundred fold – that it might even mean that for a  while – we 

might seem to be sitting on those talents – as we brainstorm and pray and discern new 

ways to make this church and this nation we love – become ever more invested in 

justice making.    
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Instead of buying into who can amass the greatest amount of money in the quickest get 

rich quick scheme, no matter who might lose out because of that scheme,  what if we 

really discerned each time we spent our talents  –asking - what are we supporting?   

Local?  Just, non- discriminatory hiring practices?   What are the company policies about 

hiring or supporting LGBTQ people?  POC?  Women?  Who does the company support 

politically?   What are the company’s environmental practices?   Who is the master 

company?   What and who do they support?   What compromises are we willing to 

make?  

As we dedicate our pledges today, what are we investing in?   I hope and believe that 

these concerns are very real for our congregation.   I hope and believe that we ask these 

hard questions – even when some aren’t comfortable with the asking.  I hope and 

believe we make our compromises based on prioritizing the importance of these 

concerns to us as a faith community.    

I cannot imagine that Jesus’ point was to encourage us as people, as faith communities 

to get out and multiply our talents in whatever way would give us the fastest, largest 

return.  That just isn’t the Jesus I know and love and follow.   

Maybe the point of this parable isn’t about investing talents at all.  Maybe it is about 

discerning – maybe it is about the ability to challenge established meanings – about the 

ability to ask really hard questions – to make changes in how and what we do because 

we have come to new understandings of some of those older practices and we’ve 

recognized that God is still speaking   We know things about our environment  that we 

didn’t know hundreds of years ago.  We know things about the value of all people –

including women, including LGBT people – including POC - including people with 

disabilities.  We know things about the value of our air and water and land that we 

didn’t know years ago.  

Reading this parable with new ears just might change everything.    

It just might make you realize that in this place – in this church – these concerns are 

very, very real to us.  We might not always make all the right decisions – but we are 

trying to make the best decisions we can based on prayer and guidance from God.  We 

are not simply trying to be the rich church - promoting a prosperity gospel.  
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We are rich – oh yes, we are rich – rich in the spirit and rich in all that really matters.   

This is exactly the kind of place I want to multiply my talents – the kind of place I want to 

invest what God has entrusted to me.  I hope the same is true for you.   You could 

certainly invest your time and talent and treasure somewhere else - where you might 

see a more visible immediate financial return – but there is nowhere else you could 

invest it that would give back the richness to be received here.   


